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KrishnaTube: An Ethnography 

 

 KrishnaTube is a video-sharing website modeled after Youtube, essentially 

intended as Youtube for the Krishna conscious, featuring videos of a religious nature.  

The types of videos posted include filmed kirtans, or sessions of congregational 

devotional singing; user-created music videos of images set to devotional music; 

discourses by the Hare Krishna movement’s founding guru Srila Prabhupada; filmed 

lectures, festivals, and events at Hare Krishna temples around the world; concert clips of 

George Harrison; animated movies about Krishna and Rama; clips from documentaries 

about the Hare Krishna movement; and documentaries about science and religion in 

general, including speculation and debate over issues with religious implications.  Other 

videos range from online mridanga drumming lessons to footage of devotees singing 

kirtan to a herd of cows, given the tongue in cheek title “Chanting to Poor Cows,” 

although user comments for the clip in question praise the devotees for the care they 

extend to all creatures and the rapt attention of the cattle.   

 What makes KrishnaTube particularly fascinating as an online community—and 

the site’s founders specifically state the hope that their website will become a community 

for believers—is its intent and its ability to re-create the Hindu temple experience as 

mediated by the internet through the sacralization of the acts of viewing and hearing.   

 KrishnaTube’s site founders, in their “About Us” statement, start off by 

explaining not the history of their site, but the history of Hinduism’s Bhakti Yoga 

movement, particularly the practice of kirtan as popularized by the 15
th
 century Bengali 



saint Caitanya Mahaprabhu.  Kirtan is, as I mentioned above, the congregational singing 

of devotional verses, particularly focused on chanting names for Krishna with the belief 

that speaking Holy Names brings a person into direct communion with Krishna.  What 

makes kirtan interesting as an internet-mediated practice is the belief that even the act of 

hearing kirtan can have the same effect.  KrishnaTube’s founders discuss the necessity of 

a community presence to kirtan practice: while some forms of meditation are best 

practiced individually, in kirtan, or “mantra yoga,” “the more people present, the better.”  

They emphasize what they call “a reciprocation of hearing and chanting” which they 

believe can be mediated online.  Because of the belief that divine communion can come 

through the act of simply hearing kirtan, the site founder’s stated goal to “use the internet 

to spread the glories of Krishna” can be taken in a much more literal way than merely 

spreading information about Krishna and the Krishna consciousness movement—

although the prevalence of documentary clips shows that spreading information is also a 

major use of the site.   

  The posting of kirtans online invites the temporary community required for kirtan 

through participation with the filmed singers and the other users of the site.  The digital 

evidence of actually having shared the kirtan experience with others is found in the 

comment threads attached to the videos. Many of the comments, along with generic 

“thank you for the beautiful video” types of responses, include statements that focus on 

the experience of listening and on spiritual realization, such as “my soul is singing” “all 

hunger and thirst gone,” “super ecstatic,” “gosh, I think I’ll die with this song,” and “I am 

now seeing several things. I myself have a much higher true identity than I am 

recognizing.”    



 An important aspect of Hindu temple worship is the practice of darshan, literally 

“seeing.”  The belief is that there is a power the moment of coming face to face with the 

deity, as represented by altar deities in Hindu temples.  Film scholars have observed that 

in the early history of Indian cinema, when most films were mythologicals, many Hindu 

devotees went to the movie theater to participate in this religious act of seeing, and 

camera angles emphasized face to face experience with the filmed deity.  The theater 

became an alternative site for darshan, a sort of alternate temple.  There are a number of 

videos posted on KrishnaTube called “Darshan,” which contain images of altar deities at 

various Krishna temples set to music. These videos facilitate darshan as another type of 

temple worship experience that can be mediated in distant places through the internet. 

 Of course many, possibly even a majority of the videos on KrishnaTube are 

neither kirtan nor darshan, and these videos provide what is also a stated purpose of 

KrishnaTube: a virtual space for the discussion of religious ideas.  The site founders state 

their intent to form “a community, a place to belong, for anyone who is interested in 

inquiring into spiritual subject matters.”  Again, the digital evidence of shared experience 

is evident in comment threads requesting information and providing references, 

requesting friends and exchanging contact information, and discussing certain questions.  

It is difficult to trace specific encounters and personalities on the site due to some 

technical difficulties with tabs that do not always work and the misattribution of some 

names attached to posts, so it is possible that the desired community of friendships may 

not have emerged to quite the extent that the website creators intended.  Nevertheless, the 

successful achievement of some of the website creator’s goals is expressed in posts like 



“I feel grace of God while watching it…how can I download it” and “your movies give 

me good direction to follow to the lotus feet of the Krishna.”   

 The desired dialogue on religious questions tends to take place through the 

documentary clips posted online and the comment threads related to them.  Many of the 

films posted are documentaries on the Hare Krishna movement or on significant people 

and places associated with Krishna worship.  Others deal with the tricky relationship 

between science and religion, especially as certain issues have bearing on Hindu 

cosmology, such as the origin of man, which is covered in several videos.   

The most highly watched video on the site, with 53,442 views—more than twice 

that of the 2
nd

 most highly watched clip—is a BBC documentary called “Jesus in India,” 

which speculates on possible connections between Hinduism and Christianity. “Jesus in 

India” drew a number of comments like “I'm about eight minutes into this Jesus In India 

video and already I'm skeptical” and “I am now about thirteen minutes into this vidio [sic] 

and I am now feeling insulted.”  This particular clip drew Hare Krishna posters who both 

approve and disapprove of the ideas presented, posters who debate the historical and 

theological points in detail, posters who feel that Christianity has ideas pertinent to 

Krishna worshippers, and posters who unequivocally express belief in Jesus Christ as the 

son of God.  Other highly debated segments (relatively speaking—no clip has more than 

11 comments, though some are lengthier and more passionate than others) question the 

existence of God and draw heated discussions between devotees and atheists who appear 

to have come to the site to evangelize Hare Krishnas regarding the error of their ways.    

 The beliefs and practices at certain Krishna temples also come under examination 

in the comment threads attached to filmed lectures.  While the stated purposes of the site 



clearly express the wish that KrishnaTube become a community for all spiritually curious 

people, not just initiated Hare Krishna devotees, there is a clear orientation in the 

comments toward the organized International Society of Krishna Consciousness.  Among 

devotees there are certain expressions of deference and polite greetings that are injected 

into the dialogue—even comments that proceed to tear into the opinions expressed in the 

film or on the message board are bookended by statements like: “Hare Krsna [used as a 

polite greeting]. R U people crazy?…sorry for the offencies [sic].  Hare Krsna.” 

 It is notable that while these documentary clips, particularly those with slightly 

controversial subject matter, generally receive by far the most views, none of these 

videos appear on the “top favorites” or “top rated” lists.  The video with the single 

highest viewer ratings is footage of a kirtan filmed at a 1970’s Rath Yatra festival.  A few 

spots down the list is footage of founding guru Srila Prabhupada chanting in his private 

room as filmed before his death in 1977, a clip that is accompanied by comments 

indicating aspirations like “I wish I could be that simple and honest.”  A comparison of 

the most viewed and the most favorited videos, as well as the commentary that 

accompanies them, seems to indicate that while the great religious debates facilitated by 

KrishnaTube may be nearly irresistible to those who choose to participate in the 

community, the greatest pleasure is found in those, like kirtan and darshan videos, that 

use the internet to mediate the experience of shared worship.   

 

 

 

  


